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Why Outpost Collaboration?
We live in a new context and world where
remote access and collaboration is assumed,
even for sensitive and confidential information.
Outpost Collaboration allows government
authorities, municipalities, pharmaceutical
companies, organizations responsible for
a nations critical infrastructure and others
to collaborate securely and host their own
private cloud.
Who is the user?
Groups that have identified assets to protect
but need to collaborate around confidential or
sensitive information.

Today’s public cloud services have security
limitations when a supplier originated from
a nation with regulations supporting access
to the content in the public cloud. Outpost
Collaboration provides all benefits from a
public cloud by easy information sharing and
effective collaboration in a secure way.
What can Outpost Collaboration
be used for?
Secure internal and external communication
in the form of text, image, and video. Just
like through a cloud, users can share and
edit documents. They can set up private and
shared desktops and delegate different levels
of access.

General secure template
SUPERVISION

The assets* are protected by:
4 Secure Access
4 Controlled Administration
4 Supervision
4 Secure Transfer

SECURE
ACCESS

ASSETS

ADMINISTRATION

* Sensitive company information, personal data etc.
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Secure template in details
Secure Access
Access from Internet via
a client, tablet or phone.

SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTER

SUPERVISOR

REMOTE ACCESS
TABLET

Security operation
The security template
provides data for
supervision.
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SECURE DOMAIN
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IMPORT

Import / Export
The environment
have a controlled
import and export
mechanism.

ASSET

ADMINISTRATION
ADMIN
CLIENT

Security Domain
The assets are protected
in a security domain.
Separated from your ordinary
company IT environment.

ADMINISTRATOR

File transfer
The environment
contains data
diodes to control
data flow. Secure
transfer software
is compatible with
all industry diodes.

Administration
The solution is parepared for
secure administration.

Turnkey Solution
4 The delivery contains all necessary
components for hassle-free installation and
management, such as servers, software,
networks, backup, UPS etc.
4 We perform the complete installation,
configuration and education at your site.
4 All delivered mounted and ready!
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